
Our company is growing rapidly and is searching for experienced candidates for
the position of application development. We appreciate you taking the time to
review the list of qualifications and to apply for the position. If you don’t fill all of
the qualifications, you may still be considered depending on your level of
experience.

Responsibilities for application development

Influence project teams with appropriate level of involvement, delivering
input and perspective needed in order to meet deliverable deadlines
Coordinate with other areas of IT (Technical Services, Enterprise Security
Office, ) to ensure that
Dependencies are being managed and adjustments are being made to
communicate accurate project status
Collaborate with Project Resource Coordination team to ensure that
appropriate resources are available to meet current and future schedules
Support planning efforts by assisting in preparation of high level cost and
resource estimates for proposed projects
Develop and manage a high performing team, ensuring succession plans are
in place
Provide on-going guidance, mentoring, and provide feedback and motivation
to project teams to ensure competent performance while adhering to
department and the Client’s policies and procedures
Interview and recommend prospective candidates for positions
Ensure the continued professional development of project team members
Identify skill development needs and develop training programs

Qualifications for application development

Example of Application Development Job Description
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A minimum of 5 years of data integration experience developing DI
Applications using AbInitio and RDBMS such as DB2, Teradata and/or Oracle
Work leading logical or physical databased design and implementation in
Oracle, UDB, and/or SQLServer
Must also possess the ability to design & develop complex distributed
scalable applications
Degree in scientific discipline related to coatings (Chemistry, Polymer
Science, Chemical engineering, or equivalent)
A minimum of 10 years of recent formulation experience with transportation
coatings, either with a major multinational coatings manufacturer, a major AP
regional manufacturer, or a major raw materials supplier


